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The Challenge:

CLAS12 generates over 400 individual histograms per run that the shift crew (should) 
monitor

Most of the time, detectors work as designed but things can go wrong in a multitude of 
ways and issues can be missed. This is especially true at ~2:00am

Different shift takers monitor histograms at different time intervals, may not realize 
problems immediately depending on experience



Considerations for AI Based Solution

• Data Collection
• How to get training data? How often?

• Labeling
• How to label all data? What will that cost?

• Model Development
• What requirements does the model need to fulfill (inference times, error rates)?

• Sociological
• How will people interact with the system?

• Are there any barriers to deployment from the human side?



Introducing Hydra

• Hydra aims to be an extensible 
framework for training and managing AI 
for near real time monitoring

• Backend is supported by MySQL 
database
• Contains all of the following:

• plots, user-defined labels, models, classifications 
and confidences for saved images

• If you need it to tell cats from dogs it 
can do that now with no modifications



The InceptionV3 Network

• LARGE "Off-the-shelf" neural network developed at Google

• Already implemented in Keras and Tensorflow

• Saved time in terms of model development
• Can use custom models



Data Collection/Labeling

• Many images already available 
from previous experiments, they 
just need labels!

• Still much less than what is needed for 
a robust model

• Developed website to streamline 
labeling

• THANK YOU to our labelers

https://clasweb.jlab.org/hydra/labeler.html



Training

• Training is essentially "push button"

• Challenges:
• Unbalanced data sets

• Small(-ish) data sets. Especially per label

• Training can be sped up through strategic 
under-sampling:

• use all examples of "bad" images and a subset of 
"good" images

GlueX CDC
5x speedup with 
the same 
accuracy



Training Continued..

• Lack of examples for labels (e.g. we don't 
have examples for every single board 
outages)
• Can use "simulated" issues for training

• Hydra doesn't know any better

• Example: dead board present in the GlueX
Central Drift Chamber

• With a tiny subset of emulated single board 
outages Hydra can now recognize ALL 
single/double dead board combinations 
and/or low occupancy regions



Hydra Interface and Use

• Hydra's Analysis 
visible online: https://clasweb.jlab.org/hy
dra/HydraRun.html

• Can interface with alarm handler if 
desired

• Website documentation located here:

• https://halldweb.jlab.org/wiki/index.
php/Hydra_Monitoring

https://clasweb.jlab.org/hydra/HydraRun.html


Current Limitations for CLAS12

• Limited training data set sizes
• Models are most likely overfit

• Which is fine to bootstrap...

• Limited interpretability

• Hydra is only "looking" at images only when monitoring histograms are submitted to the 
logbook

• This could be only once per run, or multiple times depending on the number of submissions

• Possibly problematic without reset
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Hydra in Hall A and Hall D

Hall A
• Beta version deployed in Hall A as of this 

year

• Very limited statistics

• Manually triggered

Hall D
• Deployed in GlueX in late 2019

• Looks at images every ~30 seconds (only 
with prior chunk of data)

• Automatic logging 
here: https://halldweb.jlab.org/hydra/Hydr
aLog.html

• Alarm handler interfacing
• Not fully deployed

Hall C deployment soon!

https://halldweb.jlab.org/hydra/HydraLog.html


New Feature Near Deployment

• Interpretability!

• Determining what region(s) of images are 
important to classification

• Determining regions for classifying Leo as a 
Pitbull Terrier and Loki as a Siberian Husky

• Why did Hydra label this image "Bad"

• Utilizes Gradient Class Activation Maps 
(GradCAM)

• Will be deployed on Hydra run. Toggleable heatmap



Early Results From Hydra in Hall B

• Hydra will display the image, run number, 
date time, model inference and confidence 
for each image

• If confidence is above threshold, an 
inference of Bad with high confidence will 
highlight the image information in Red
• It didn't in this example because Torri forgot 

to lower the beam current threshold to reflect 
Hall B's running conditions

• Beam current is used to differentiate "empty-
because-problem" and "empty-because-no-
beam"



Frequently Asked 
Questions

1. Can we have more labels?
• A: Yes! Just let us know. Though the finer the 

bins the more examples are needed

2. What happens if we don't have any 
examples of a specific type of label?
• The system will only train with a label if it is 

able. This means labels with 0 examples will 
simply be ignored for training/deployment.

3. How often should I label?
• Every day. As more labels are provided we will 

turn down the saving flow. Every day you would 
have a handful of images to keep things in shape 
(at this point maybe once a week 
labeling). Early on, ASAP (each label is more 
impactful).

4. How often are models retrained?
• As needed. Generally, it happens more 

frequently early in the system's lifetime. Once 
things settle it can literally be years

5. How are the thresholds set?
• We squint our eyes and try to set a value for 

each model that will not lead to too many false 
positives/negatives. They are easily altered 
(while hot) so just let us know if something 
seems off/annoying :)



Conclusions and 
Contact 

Information

• Conclusions:
• Beta version of Hydra is deployed in Hall B

• Hydra analysis available with CUE login 
here: https://clasweb.jlab.org/hydra/HydraRun.
html

• Extensions and model retraining are actively 
ongoing

• Contacts:
• Thomas Britton: tbritton@jlab.org

• Torri Jeske: roark@jlab.org
• Out on maternity leave but will answer your emails

https://clasweb.jlab.org/hydra/HydraRun.html
mailto:tbritton@jlab.org
mailto:roark@jlab.org
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